
192

Always the 192. Although one day it was raining so heavily I got on a 197. The 

two blurring upside down, rain falling backwards, up the front window of  the 

top deck, like time. James Bond Scrabble and bitching, the windows as condensed 

as the damp, mouldy rental place I muttered about in my head when getting on. 

Then someone wiped the humid window with a baggy sweat top sleeve, 

scrunched into a fat grey car wiper, and Mrs Gaskell’s house was right there, 

after its massive refurb, a slab of  lardy, middle class urban porno: I was on the 

wrong bus, and Plymouth Grove, a fine Victorian pub - then cannabis farm - 

remained abject, albeit with some feeble signs of  a future, scaffolding, obsolete 

tragedy returned as a worker’s lunchtime joke, with no punchlines left. 

This is Manchester. Despite occasional visual problems, The Top Deck is a 

method as valid as, say, discourse analysis, or a day working multivariate stats. 

‘Tonight at Noon’ by Mingus pours into the headphones. Then ‘Solo Dancer’ 

from Black Saint and the Sinner Lady, so bitter and gorgeous at the same time: 

tiredness and energy, how it feels when you’ve been on your feet so long your 

shoe soles seem to have collapsed, but are still running on pure momentum, pace; 

apathy and interest; love, horror, sex, death, burnout and rebirth, all meshed 

together like the city fabric. Like all those sole souls jammed up against each 

other in the bus. No separating them out in this music, we are always in the 

dialectic, the mix of  the city, the Schwitters collage, the Merzurban, electrified 

and illuminated by the living mix moving through it. A young b-girl in creepers, 

braids and school uniform, near a restless white teenager, his feet up at the front 

of  the bus. He leaves them up when I sit next to him, blasé. The just-about-

living: a tiny old lady in a plastic rain hood, stooped forward, shrunk through 

too many planetary rotations, and extended exposure to the gravities of  ‘round 

here’; another version of  the ‘global-local’. The smell of  weed leaks out, a brief, 

sightless glimpse of  the upstairs back row, just as quickly blinked away this time. 

Outside the Apollo Theatre, the bus lurches pruriently towards a roped-off  road. 

It leans for a look at the emptied contents of  a part-burned skip, by a team of  

forensic officers in white baggy overalls and gloves. 

The next time we pass, the same place is encamped, young people at the eternal 

shrine, waiting for a paid-up glimpse of  the new romantic gods and goddesses. 

This strip yields weirder reports than the Pennine UFO territories. The nun 

speaking to the young boy, out walking a giant tortoise on a lead. This is 

fabulous as in fabulated, fantastic lives, fantastic lies, but also fantastic truths. 

The real is not the rational round here, the real is myth. Everyone curates 

themselves right into the centre of  a non-existent society on the hoof, faces buried 

three quarters in the screens, ten per cent in ‘real’ reality, and fifteen percent in 

pure, utterly necessary amnesia. Meanwhile, the Owl of  Minerva picks at the 

overflowing litter bin for scraps, viciously attacking any and all challengers. 

And now there are flowers by the Apollo, taped to the railings, the Greek 

god name is appropriate. None of  this has ever been modern. They are still 

waiting, sat on the floor in childlike duvets, for the Dionysian hero-idols who are 

constructing their emerging selves from afar. Perhaps they might wait forever, 

but one gets up, another son of  Zeus, like a young deer, shakily yawning. 

And now Crowcroft Park is roped-off, forensics are back in, with the same 

cordons, the same vans. It will be a couple of  days before Crowcroft is unroped. 

The longer narratives can be seen across an everyday routine, roadworks jam 

up the A6 then vanish, leaving post-surgery scars for cyclists to swing round, 

city as body, rhythmanalysis. Manchester is fast, but the 192 is slow. Stopping 

everywhere, crawling for extended periods. No need for rubbernecking here. 

The crimes scenes, announced in the MEN with mystery and flash, often have 

no big follow-up story, just a small appearance in the South Manchester Reporter, 

which drops through the door most weeks. It will be placed unread on the pile 

with the others, shallowly buried, as we struggle on, not really wanting to know. 

Or scrunched in the basket, South Manchester Firelighters, a futile incineration of  

A6

My 2015 started in a night-club facing Manchester Piccadilly station. The A6, 

London Road, passes Piccadilly, leaving the city for the south. As it skirts the city 

centre, the A6 becomes Stockport Road, running through the suburbs, crossing 

the imperceptible line from Lancashire to Cheshire, cutting through the centre 

of  Stockport, then on towards the Cheshire and Derbyshire hills. Tell people the 

A6 is your route and other cyclists – and drivers – wince. “Rather you than me,” 

their faces imply. “Be careful,” they say, particularly tonight, realising you intend 

to cycle home at 3am, having decided it’s the cheapest, safest, most direct and 

quickest option.

Under the Mancunian Way to leave the city. Manchester is more than a Victorian 

city of  mills, textiles and terraces. A 1968 Concrete Society plaque with block, 

almost Pop, lettering commemorates Manchester’s ‘highway in the sky’, which 

lands at UMIST, where white labs and towers with abstract murals by Victor 

Pasmore et al have become grubby from the A6’s fumes. Today, these monuments 

to science, education, industry and technology are empty. This is prime city 

centre real estate awaiting redevelopment, probably for today’s boom industry: 

hotels. Manchester is becoming a city of  hotels: convert old buildings or flatten. 

The sweeping McDonald hotel on the A6 was once part of  the communications 

industry. The old Twisted Wheel Northern Soul nightclub, a modest redbrick, 

wasn’t so lucky. Blink and you’ll miss the Hollaway Wall as you whizz past on 

wheels. A grubby chunk of  jagged concrete by modernist sculptor Antony 

Hollaway, both sculpture and sound buffer, it’s UMIST’s only listed building. 

The Mancunian Way stops abruptly just past the threshold of  the city centre, its 

underpasses ringing with skaters’ repeated movements.

Inner-city Downing Street is far from its London namesake. The A6 leads 

into Ardwick, and grassy Ardwick Green, with its erratic boulder, a remnant 

of  an ancient time. Georgian, genteel, tranquil and elegant, the Green and its 

surrounding streets feel like an island from a different age. Once, this was the 

edge of  the city and not a triangle left between a petrol station with a Tesco 

on the side, derelict industrial buildings, and a nightclub. Ardwick turns into 

Longsight, with modern St Luke’s Church like a sail on the border. Martin 

Creed tried to get the entire country ringing with bells for three minutes from 

8.12am on a Friday morning for the start of  the London Olympics. Manchester 

did not ring with bells. St Luke’s was the only church to take part, and doesn’t 

even possess its own bells. The vicar reached into a wooden cupboard for a 

cassette marked ‘Births and marriages’ on one side and ‘Deaths’ on the other, 

and a portable player blasted out the sounds of  a dying format and a dwindling 

institution. A couple of  ladies in pink fluffy dressing gowns ventured onto front 

door steps, more confused and affronted than aware they were observers of  what 

was meant to be a mass, participatory public art project. The non-event was 

celebrated with a Twitter hashtag: #noneofthebells. Conceptual art doesn’t often 

venture this far out of  town.

Sunny Lowry Way is not a street but a passageway leading into an estate, named 

after a local woman associated with High Street Baths who swam the channel 

and taught many schoolchildren to swim. Famous for an 8-egg omelette training 

regime, and press images showing her brawn cutting through the waves, a 

larger-than-life personality has been reduced to a nondescript sign. Sunny’s 

generation wouldn’t recognise this area. Daisy Mill is one of  the few reminders 

of  the mills and factories once dominating the skyline. This one, hulking mass 

of  a building survives, still hoarding all that land. The council hopes to knock it 

down for a school. A population boom: Manchester is a fast-growing city.

Cycling the A6 means enduring a gradual uphill slog, overtaken by hi-vis, 

year-round shorts-wearers. Buses plough these roads, leaving ridges like black 

volcanic lava which has melted and set in strange formations. Stickers warn ‘Do 

not overtake on the left’: hang back, or stick your arm out to pass. Combined with 

pot holes, broken glass and hub caps, it’s a bumpy ride, with bits of  old carpet 

and abandoned umbrellas, scrunched up like the defensive position of  a dead 
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evidence, of  our precariousness, our status as an endangered species. The heat we 

generate is all that matters, an index of  warmth or its unsurvivable lack. These 

flashes speak of  an overall level of  disturbance, a quantity theory of  bad shit 

happening, or just the intrinsically temporary, crude brutalism of  what seems 

permanent. Longsight is a bottleneck full of  fragments, and here we really slow 

the footage: 19th century buildings plastered with torn, ugly new facades and 

pigeonshit. A man tenderly waves goodbye to his brittle partner, who gets on the 

bus with a placky bag. His t-shirt says ‘Bothered’, but its irony has eaten itself. 

What they definitely do not look is not bothered. 

- Longsigh   Parad se  Ta e  A   Y -

The hand car washes have sprung up all over in five years, near to boarded up 

pubs like The Ducie Arms. Guys, always guys, from all over the globe, locally 

powerwash motors just filled with petrol requisitioned by the explosions that 

blew them here. What happened silently and unannounced in Rusholme is a 

detectable, but slower change on this route. The universities still sell the ‘curry 

mile’ in their prospectuses, blind to the five thousand two hundred and eighty 

feet of  Arab Spring evidence, right here in Manchester. 

The mix changes, Spaniards arrive, Podemos members, hope their only 

abundance, Erasmus exchangers from Finland appear on the route, then vanish. 

The global-local-local-global is always present, come ‘plex up the noise, make 

it richer. The café which innocently called itself  ‘Isis’ bears no lettering now, 

just a series of  traces, studs, and the temple lettering grins gaps from otherwise 

flawless new build, adding to the alphabet soup. 

- City J m ’  -  

Only a few weeks later, a real Isis member is outed by his family, only a stroll 

away from the redacted café sign. This is the practical nature of  the city as 

premonitory, the city as unconscious. It is just as impossible to fully erase than it is 

to fully conserve the city past, everything bleeds back through, the deleted phone 

numbers of  ex-lovers arise again unwanted, emerging from The Cloud like blue 

ghosts. Then there are the human ghosts, the briefly glimpsed tents, ramshackle 

constructions in hidden spaces behind advertising hoardings. Mammon, and 

its necessarily expulsed members, cowering behind its deceitful façade. And 

Manchester knows all about façade. 

Winter is coming, and the amount of  rough sleepers in the city is shocking. The 

general standard of  the built environment somehow speaks to the fundamental 

crumminess of  our social situation: The pathetic slab of  fake dolmen by KFC, 

like Denton Rock, redundant and resignifying. Despite their uselessness, both are 

still henges, somehow, centres, omphalii, both tell us that there’s every reason to 

be an anthropologist in your own culture, and something about that culture. 

And the one universal we have left, the one flattener, the one thing that joins 

us all - not holding hands through the pleasures and problems - but in a chain 

of  leaching, a quantity theory of  parasitism, a political economy of  vampirism, 

it may be horizontally skimmed now, rather than vertically pulled, but still it 

remains, the one remaining grand-narrative, Capitalism: I’m a provider, a glider, a 

particle collider; I’m bits of  wood blown out of  the water, floating in the ocean. 

Yet we all re-centralise ourselves, key characters in the film of  our fantasies: 

Those people, lying face down in Crowcroft, hit by cars, dead of  hypothermia, 

are all someone else, from an entirely different logical universe, one which doesn’t 

apply to us, until the cheap fuse box blows at 1am, setting the living room ablaze, 

or the young man looms desperately, or drunkenly, broken glass in his hand... 

The Ardwick Green military site blurs as we get up and lurch down the 

stairs, tumbling forward as the brakes hit, crushing against one another, not 

batting an eyelid, piling off, squinting into morning light, kicking the laughing 

gas canisters, teeming away, swarming, heterogeneous yet hive-minded, we 

Megariders: Electric hybrid stagecoach, takes its power from more than one 

source, using System One Day Saver, Hazel Grove, Rising Sun, Stepping Hill 

Hospital, Mondays to Fridays, Stockport College, Dialstone Lane. 

Burnt Friedman, Theo Parrish, Wham Bam Thankyou Ma’am’, then Wellington 

Road North. Departs Levenshulme, Lloyd Road, Asda Slade Lane. Piccadilly 

Gardens at least 1839, 10 minutes 1846, but more frequently 1902, at busy times. 

Steve Hanson, Manchester, 2015, informed by conversations with other MLWs

spider, gathering in the gutter. Other bikes crawl along, black clothes and no 

lights. Many glide through red lights but they’re a welcome respite. A chance to 

stop, to blow my nose and breathe. Lurch to a stop and roll towards the Advance 

stop line: there are fines for cars whose wheel crosses the line, although taxi 

drivers need not observe this, exempt, as they are, from all the rules of  the road. 

A man at the junction, buffered from the cold and wind in corduroy, a wool hat 

and a puffer jacket, holds up a sign, “Jesus Christ: the same today, yesterday and 

forever.” Optimism, obliviousness – or sheer blind faith?

In Longsight, the confetti of  city life – the rainbow hues of  free advertising 

inserts for Asda and Lidl – blows across the pavements, and skitters across the 

road. Foreign language communications dance with local news; nobody’s paying 

any attention to any of  them. In high winds, a carrier bag blows into my back 

wheel. It takes ten minutes to disentangle disintegrating plastic fragments from 

the chain. Shops offer threading and waxing, the beauty industry making money 

off  women’s insecurities, but it’s also a place for shopping for those in the know. 

“Go to Longsight for the best coriander, they sell it by the bunch. Better than 

the plasticky leaves sold by greengrocers or supermarkets.” The smell of  fresh 

produce mingles with the dingy street smell of  grease and grime, incense meets 

clay ovens. 

The locals use a method of  crossing, particularly when emerging from the spaces 

in between parked cars, or from behind buses, I term the ‘Longsight dash’. It’s 

practised by those with no time nor energy to walk to the crossing: young men, 

groups in religious dress, mothers and grandmothers clutching tiny hands in 

oversized uniforms, and the pushers of  prams. The pedestrian code says look 

both ways before crossing the road. They look. They see you, and decide to cross 

anyway. The young men have perfected the move: head down, body bent slightly, 

part shame, part defiance.

A large sign advertises Elliot’s Car, van and helicopter hire. A changing 

population is passing through. Levenshulme has numerous buildings 

reappropriated as ‘colleges’ offering ‘ESOL for a diploma’ and ‘ESOL for 

citizenship’, ‘Home Office-approved’. An arts and technology college, a school 

for business, performance and music, in a converted pub. Above fast-food joint 

‘Foodies’, English learning takes place with the pungent smell of  onions and the 

national dish of  choice, fried chicken, in the background. Knife and fork cross 

arms in a defiant gesture with a sticker in each window: ‘Don’t Cook, Just Eat.’  

The former Arcadia skating rink, being flattened for a new sports centre and 

swimming pool, has a hidden claim to fame. Charlie Chaplin may have once 

attended Ardwick’s Bennett Primary School. A passage from his life brushed 

from memory, or urban myth, local wishful thinking? He certainly later skated 

at the Arcadia. The current baths sit opposite Levenshulme Library, incubator 

for another of  Levenshulme’s famous sons, architect Norman Foster, who also 

dwells little on his Mancunian past. 

Near-constant sirens disorient as they creep up behind you from all angles. 

I’ve started to hear them at all times, a sensory perception before they start, an 

early warning. Another sensory overload comes from the party car, pulling up 

alongside you at the junction with its blacked out windows, emitting cannabis 

and hip-hop rhythms over bass-heavy beats. You hope the driver’s not high off  

passive smoking. The lights change. The streamline shape is already zooming 

into the distance as the cars behind struggle to jerk and splutter back into gear. 

Climbing into suburbia, the A6 widens. Victorian house conversions, flat piled on 

top of  flat, thin out into neat, polite 1930s semis for families in cul-de-sacs, with 

the odd solid detached. The houses retreat further back from the road. No-one is 

going in or out. Lives lived to the rhythm of  commuter jobs – perhaps they get 

their shopping delivered too. Stockport Road becomes Wellington Road North. 

The smell says, more than any road sign: ‘You are now in Stockport.’ At the 

McVitie’s factory on the edge of  Stockport industrial strengths and quantities 

of  classic baking ingredients mingle in the most intense olfactory hit of  sugar, 

butter and chocolate chips you’ll ever experience. Digestives, the nation’s 

favourite, overpowering and all-pervasive.

The next day the Manchester Evening News reports a New Year’s eve drama: a bus 

held up by a gunman in Longsight. It’s better to cycle.

Natalie Bradbury, Stockport, 2015


